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institute for ; l*aining

Designing open-ended, Text-Based Questions Using the
Patterned Way of Reading, Writing, and Talking

What are open-ended, text-based questions?

Open-ended, text-based questions are questions about texts that have multiple responses that
are based on evidence from the text. Unlike a close-ended question that's looking for a specific,
often short response, an open-ended question usually requires a more in-depth response that is
supported with evidence from the text. Below are examples using "Thank You, M'am."

Glose-ended

What is the boy's name?
How old is he?
What is Mrs. Jones's full name?
How does Roger feel when he's
caught?

Open-ended

What do you know about Roger? Use
evidence from the text to support your
response.
Why doesn't Roger run when he has the
chance?

Why use these questions?

There are a number of advantages to using open-ended, text-based questions. Open-ended,
text-based questions:

o AIIow multiple entry points for students. Students are able to answer the question from
their perspective.

o Provide teachers with a window into students' thinking and comprehension of a text.o Allow students to construct an overall understanding of a text.o Mirror the kinds of questions proficient readers ask themselves about a text. proficient
readers rarely concern themselves with the insignificant details that are often the subject
of close-ended questions.

IFL Patterned Way of Reading, Writing, and Talking
Rereading is a key method proficient readers use to make sense of complex texts that are open
to multiple interpretations. We at IFL work to apprentice students to adopt this approach by
asking them to read or skim texts multiple times with different open-ended, text-based questions
to guide each reading. These open-ended, text-based questions are sequenced to move
learners from literal comprehension to higher-level thinking about a text. The number of
readings depends on the complexity of the text and the lesson's academic purpose.

Each time we ask students to reread the text, we also ask them to construct a response to the
open-ended, text-based question that guides that reading. After they have read the text and
responded to the question, we engage students in discussion. The talk formats we use and the
amount of time spent on each discussion vary based on the students' ability, the difficulty of the
text and question, and the instructional purpose.

Below is a key tool that we use to guide students' multiple reading, writing, and discussion. The
writing in italics is a brief explanation about the purpose of each reading.

O 201 1 UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH



IFL Patterned Way of Reading, Writing, and Talking

Read to get the gist M**rurr,rr**i€, Write and talk to learn: know,
Wr' ,:" .J\ff express, and track thinking

The purpose of this first reading is for students to understand what is happening literally in
the text. Sample narrative text questions: What's happening? Who are the characters? What
do we know about them? Sample informational text quesfions; What are the main ideas?
What are the supporting ideas and evidence? Sample persuasive text questions: What's the
central argument? What ideas or reasons support the argument? Who's the audience? Most
times, fhe discussion on the gist of a text is fairly shorl.

Reread to find significant . {+.

moments @*,1,*q F*

Write and talk to learn. select and
explain ideas; reflect on writing
and thinking

This second reading involves having students reread or skim through a text for the purpose
of identifying moments that strike them as significant to that text. Students are then asked to
explain the significance of the chosen moments. The purpose of this reading is twofold: (1)
for students to begin to think about the overall meaning of the text and (2) for sfudenfs fo
practice using and explaining textual evidence. Sample quesfions: What moments strike you
as mosf significant to the text? Explain the significance of each moment; What moments
strike you as most significant to the (character's development, author's arqument,
overarchine questions. etc.t? Explain the significance.

Read again to interpret
the ideas in the text

Read again differently to
analyze the author's
methods

Write to develop interpretation of
ideas

The question for this reading is an interpretive question - a thought-provoking question that
has multiple, varied responses based on evidence from the text. To answer the question,
students review the text to develop an interpretation in response to the question and support
it with evidence from the text. The question should support sfudenfs to: (1) gain deeper
understanding of the overarching guesfions and texts and (2) successfully engage with
form ative and summ afiye assess ments.

n6{*n.///,a/a{trn;;ffa Writelike - Write like the text and
1,F::Y" <"""+' w in imitation of an author's syntaxv $$*

and grammatical structures
This fourth reading asks sfudents to analyze the author's craft. Students are asked to
consider (1) the choices the author made when writing this text and (2) how fhose choices
impact the meaning and influence the reader's impressions of the events, characters, ideas,
arguments, etc. After analyzing the author's methods, students are often asked to imitate
the methods in their own writing.

@ 2011 UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH



Tips & Considerations for Developing lnterpretive and Analytic Questions

Probably the most difficult questions to develop are the ones that ask students to interpret the
text (i.e., interpretive questions) and those that ask students to analyze the author's methods
(i.e., analytic questions). Below are some tips and considerations for designing these questions.

Tips & Considerations for Developinq Questions to lnterpret the Text
. Begin by assessing the text for its interpretive potential. This will help you identify

aspects of the text that are open to multiple interpretations. For this question, you'll want
to focus on the ideas or characters in the text as opposed to the author's methods. We'll
get to that next.

. Once you've identified aspects of the text related to the ideas or characters that are
open to multiple interpretations, try crafting a question about one or more of those
places. You'll want to make sure your question:

o Has multiple, varied responses. ln essence, two people might have totally
different responses that can both be supported with evidence from the text.

o ls thought provoking, interesting, and genuine.
o Requires evidence from the text to answer the question. ln other words, you're

not asking students to speculate or use their own values or experiences to
answer the question; you're asking them to use the text.

. When you've crafted a question, ask a few people you know that have read the text to
answer the question. Do their answers vary? Are their answers text-based? Are they
engaged and interested in the question? lf they answer yes, then you've got a good
question!

Tips & Considerations for Developino Questions to Analvze the Author's Methods
. Begin by reviewing your assessment of the text and rereading the text to focus on how

it's written. Do you notice anything unique, interesting, or unconventional about the
author's writing style, use of language, grammar, word choice, structure, etc? lf so, this
is a good place to begin.

. You'll also want to review the standards since the question you design should align to
the standards.

. Although the question you develop for this reading will be open-ended and might
generate multiple responses, the responses may not necessarily be varied.

. Another consideration in designing a question to analyze the author's methods is to think
about students' own writing. What about this text might be helpful to students' own
writing? ls there something this published author does that students might try in their
own writing?

O 20,11 UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
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Question
Open-ended?AND

Text-dependent?
Rationale

1. What does Truth say about intellect in paragraph

three? Do you agree with her?

2. What moments do you find most compelling in

advancing the speaker's argument? Explain what

makes them compelling.

3. Who is the speaker? What do we know about

her? How do we know?

4. How many children did Sojourner Truth have?

5. List all the reasons Truth believes that women

should have equal rights.

6. What methods does Truth use to build and

support her argument? How does each method

work?

7. How do you think Truth felt after she gave her

speech?

8. Describe the structure of the speech. How is it

appropriate for her purpose and audience?

Revisions to "Non-Examples":

Seewrnd*ry ruffitffi-?akEmg ffiNfidm; Sa*pp*rEing Semdffiffits ir* &ceems$m6 ffiwmplex Texts
An*lysis of Spe*-ended, Text-Sependent Qarestioms

Refleetion Qr"restlsr:s
o How can the Potterned Way of Reading, Writing ond Tolking be used to support students in accessing complex texts

and meeting the expectations of the Common Core?

r How do the concepts of multiple close readings and open-ended, text-dependent questions influence the way you

think about your practlce?
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Lesson 1: Understanding the Language of Argument

For students who have had little exposure to the language of argument, we highly recommend
adapting lessons from the book, Teoching Argument Writing, Grades 6-L2 by George Hillocks,
Jr. (Heinemann, 20L1). ln preparing for this lesson, it is recommended that teachers have
students read excerpts of the introductory ehapter in which the author defines the different
components of an argument: claims, counterclaims, warrants, evidence, and reasoning. For
students to successfully write any argument essay, they should have a clear understanding of
these concepts. Additionally, this resource contains engaging activities for teaching argument
using visual texts.

Lesson 2: Applying our Understanding of Argument

Text: "Ain't I a Woman" by Sojourner Truth, December 1851

Reading for Basic Comprehension
Students answer the following prompt in their notebook: Use a dictionary to define these two
words: 'sojourner' and 'truth.' Predict what we can expect from a person with the name
Sojourner Truth.

Students share out definitions, and the teacher charts definitions on the board.

Teacher tells students they will read the text several times. The first few times they will be
reading for the gist, the second to identify the big ideas, and the third to examine the author's
methods for communicating their big ideas.

Teacher, or a student who is an expert reader, reads aloud the speech by Sojourner Truth.
Teacher poses the following questions:

Who is the speaker? What do we know about her? How do we know (where in the text do you

see this)?

Students then read silently a second time and underline any words or phrases that will help
them answer the question: who is the speaker and what do we know about her?

Students discuss answers to the question with a partner. Teacher leads a whole class
discussion.

Teacher then poses the question:

Who is the speaker speaking to? How do you know (where in the text do you see this)?

113



Teacher follows discussion by directing students to summarize what they know about the
speaker and what she is trying to say.

Reading to Analyze the Main ldea

Direct students to re-read Sojourner Truth's speech and to underline what they define as the
most significant moments.

"Copy a sentence you described as one of the most significant moments. Explain why you
selected it in a few sentences."

Volunteer students read the text aloud. Students share out their quick-write responses.

Teacher then leads discussion with sequenced questions:
o What is Truth's argument?

o What moments do you find most compelling in advancing the speaker's argument?

o ldentify and explain a moment that strikes you as most significant to Truth's argument.

o ldentify and explain the claims that you find most significant to Truth's argument

Students share from their written responses. Teacher should also encourage students to
respond to and build on what others have said. As a final activityforthis portion of the lesson,
ask students to summarize what they think is Truth's most important claim, based on what
they've learned in the discussion. Why is this claim more important than her other claims?

Analyzing the Author's Methods

Direct students to count the number of times Truth states, "Ain't I a Woman?"
o What do you think she means by that phrase? Why do you think she keeps repeating the

question?

. Why does Truth begin her speech with claims that have to do with individual people?

o Why does Truth end her speech with claims about God?

ldentify these methods as repetition and types of appeals. Explain that authors will often use

different nrethods to build their argument. Sometimes they will structure sentences and

language to have a particular impact, e.g., repetition. What impact does repitition have in

Truth's speech?

Authors also use different categories of appeal for their evidence and reasoning. For example,

an author will appeal to people's sense of morality, emotion, and/or logic in order to convince

them to do something or change their beliefs about an issue.



Ask students to re-read the text again, searching for methods that Truth uses to build and
support her argument. Are there other examples of moral/emotional/logical appeals? Does she
repeat other words or themes? Do students see methods other than the ones already
discussed?

(Makes claims of equivalence; appeals to fairness; points out false comparisons; points out
illogic in counterclaims; rebuts counterclaims)

As a final activity, ask students to write a response to the following:

ldentify Truth's argument and describe her most convincing claim that supports her argument.
What evidence and reasoning does she employ to develop her claim? What methods does she
use to communicate her claim? Why is this claim more convincing than her other claims?

You are in effect writing an argument that analyzes Truth's argument. Make sure you include:
o An introduction that clearly describes her argument and most important claim.
o BodY paragraphs that introduce your claims, distinguish your claims from alternate or

opposing claims, and that create an organization that establishes clear relationships
among your claims, counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.

o A concluding paragraph that follows from and supports the argument presented.

Closing
At the end of this lesson, students may be curious to know more about Sojourner Truth.
Teachers may want to have students do a quick lnternet search to find the following
information. As students learn the facts about Truth, ask them, "How much of this background
information confirms what you were able to analyze or predict from the text? Does this
information contradict who you thought Truth might be from reading her speech?"

Truth, Soiourner (c. 1797-L883), itineront preocher, abolitionist, and feminist. Sojourner Truth,
born a slove in Ulster County, New York, a symbol of women's strength ond block women's
womonliness, is summed up in the phrose "or'n't I o womon?" Known os tsabella VanWogener
until 1843, she changed her name ond become on itineront preocher under the influence of
M i I I e rite Seco nd Adve ntism.

ln the 1-840s Truth encountered feminist abolitionism during her stoy in the Northompton
(Mass.) Associotion of Educotion ond lndustry. There she met Olive Gitbert, who recorded The
Narrative of Sojourner Truth: A Bondswoman of Olden Time, which Truth published in Boston in
L850. During the L850s and 1860s soles to ontislavery ond feminist oudiences of this narrative
provided Truth's moin source of income. Truth attended the 785L Akron, Ohio, convention on
women's rights in order to sell her book. The choir of that meeting, Fronces Dana Goge, wrote
the most populor version of Truth's speech ond invented the "or'n't I a woman?" refrain in j.863,
which defined Truth's persono in the twentieth century.

--Oxford Companion to African American Literature, 2001,.


